[Efficacy of EEG investigation in clinical diagnostics of high-risk newborns with nervous disturbances].
The aim of the article is to establish the correlation between pregnancy, delivery, newborns clinical diagnosis and the data of neonatal electroencephalography. 1500 full term newborns have been examined, 90 of them have been studied in catamnesis up to 3 months. Obtained data indicate that EEG investigation performed in the first days of life reflects the functional state of central nervous system of the newborn and detects pathological cases, which can later cause different nervous diseases. It's important that a small cohort of newborns (9.8%) with normal prenatal history and clinical state however revealed pathological EEG patterns. At the age of 1-3 months pathologic neurological symptoms have been revealed in most of them. As a result newborns' electroencephalographic investigation is a useful tool, which together with perinatal history and neurological assessment enables physician to make an objective diagnosis in high risk newborns and reveals sub clinical changes in central nervous system in "healthy" infants, which can later cause different nervous disturbances.